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INTRODUCTION
The ComputerSciencesand Data SystemsTechnical Symposiumwasheld to
respond to the communicationschallenges posedby the rapidly advancing
technical arena surrounding NASApersonnel. This was the third meeting in
what will be periodic gatherings and washosted by LaRC. Jerry Creedon,
Director for Flight Systemsat LaRC,performedthe welcomingceremony,and
opening remarkswere madeby Lee Holcomb,Director of Information Sciences
and HumanFactors at NASAHeadquarters.
The intended purpose of these symposia is to bring NASA people to-
gether to present their progress, to air their thinking and, in general, to
discuss the nature and results of their work within the agency on a wholly
technical level. These meetings are not intended as a forum for program
reviews, budget presentations or advocacy hearings. NASA personnel have
long been recognized as prolific contributors to the journals of technical
societies and organizations within the aerospace community. Meetings such
as this, organized to improve the interchange of technical information and
understanding within NASA, have resulted in valuable connections. These
meetings will be continued to be held at approximately 18 month intervals.
The Proceedings of the November 1986 Computer Sciences and Data Systems
Technical Symposium are presented to provide continuity from one meeting to
the next, and to serve as a technical blueprint regarding expected content.
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An Integrated
SAGA:
Software Development Environment
Dr.
Principle investigator:
Roy Campbell, U of Illinois
presented by
Kathryn A Smith
NASA Langley Research Center
November 18, 1986
1-16
Outline
SAGA System(Software Automation,
Generation and Administration) System
D Overview
I'-!SAGA System Components
D Research Activities
D Status at Langley
C! Plans
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©Overview
SAGA is a system to build software development
environments - it is an environment that is used
to build other environments
© An ongoing, large scale project
©
©
(3
Based on
D formally defined language forms
generated components121automatically
those form s
D other language independent components
using
Aimed towards a fully
-development environment
integrated Software
Addresses all phases of the
including management
software lifecycle,
1-18
Research Areas
0 Practical organization of the life cycle
0 Configuration management
0 Software requirements specification
0 Executable specifications
0 Design methodologies
© Programming
© Verification
© Validation and testing
© Version control
© Maintenance
© Reuse of software libraries
© Documentation
© Integrated environments
1-19
SAGA Components
© Fully integrated set of tools
one serves as input to another
output from
0 Basically
as part of
facilities
D little or no proprietary software
D research results available
D allows full integration of components
i"1provides a vehicle to learn
no commercial products - all are done
SAGA, currently using some UNIX
1-20
Current Research Activities
0 olorin, a compiler- and editor-generator
to provide syntactic/semantic analysis
ponents of a compiler or editor
system
com-
O software management study
El study of software management techniques ,at
AT&T
r-'!study of other project management systems
O notesfiles, electronic bulletin board
O emake, extended version of UNIX make utility
O maketd, automatic creation of dependency infor-
mation for make
1-21
SAGA editor (epos)
© Language-oriented incremental, screen editor
O Performs syntactic analysis of edited text
© Uses recognition
semantic analysis
techniques for syntactic and
© New version, GNU epos, uses GNU Emacs as a
user interface to the epos incremental parser
O Currently using MYSTRO (College of William
and Mary) to develop language editors
1-22
(3
(3
(3
CLEMMA
Automated configuration
under development
librarian prototype,
Goal to provide a means
indexing, storing and retrieving
ponents of software projects
of organizing,
on-line com-
Combines the TROLL DBMS (database manage-
ment system) and the UNIX file system
1-23
ENCOMPASS
O Experimental software development environment
O Initial prototype on a Sun workstation under
UNIX
O Created using other SAGA components
© Prototype developed for Ada programs
© Includes:
El language-oriented editor
D test harness
El user interface package
© User can invoke IDEAL(Incremental Develop-
ment Environment for Annotated Languages),
an environment in-the-small, with facilities to
specify, prototype, test and implement Ada pro-
grams
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PLEASE(Predicate Logic based
ExecutAble SpEcifications)
0 Executable specification language
© For requirements verification and rapid prototyp-
ing
© Planned features include support of if, while, and
assignment statements and support a small, fixed
set of data types
O Initial version of ISLET(Incredibly Simple
Language oriented Editing Tool), language-
oriented editor tO create PLEASE specifications
and translate them into Ada
O Initial version of software to translate PLEASE
specifications into PROLOG procedures and gen-
erate support code to call these procedures from
Ada
1-25
©©
©
Status at LaRC
Operational
El Notesfiles
¢
VI emake
Installed
r-I epos
D GNU epos
rq olorin
El Tool support libraries
rq ENCOMPASS
Problems due to a
tion
compiler bug on the worksta-
1-26
PLANS
© Install and evaluate components at Langley as
they become available
© Use ENCOMPASS
advanced features
prototype to examine more
© Prototype will be used
applications of SAGA
to examine the practical
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Cognitive-Based Analysis of
Software Documentation,
Elliot Soloway
Associate Professor of Computer Science
and Psychology
Cognition and Programming Project
(CAPP)
Computer Science Department
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520
Thls research was supported In part by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory California
Institute of Technology under contract with the Natlonal Aeronautics and Space
Admlnlstratlon, and by the Natlonal Science Foundation grant DCR - 8302382.
lpresented 11/18/86 by David Littman
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TODAY'S TALK
• THE PROBLEM OF DOCUMENTATION IN MAINTENANCE
CONTEXT
• SOME OF THE ISSUES WE HAVE STUDIED EMPIRICALLY
• A TASTE OF THE RESULTS OF OUR STUDIES
1-29
THE PROBLEM WITH
DOCUMENTATION
• CONSTANTLY ENHANCING PROGRAMS
• ENHANCER IS NOT ORIGINAL PROGRAMMER
• BASIC PREMISE OF PROGRAMMERS:
DON'T TRUST DOCUMENTATION
1-30
OUR APPROACH:
THE COGNITIVE PERSPECTIVE
• THREE ISSUES IN DOCUMENTATION
o WHAT TO DOCUMENT?
o HOW TO DOCUMENT?
o WHEN TO PRESENT THE INFORMATION?
• OUR ANSWERS TO 3 QUESTIONS ARE BASED
COGNITIVE PRINCIPLES
ON
1-31
OUR METHODOLOGY:
(IN h NUTSHELL)
• "YOU CAN OBSERVE A LOT BY JUST WATCHING."
Yogi Berra
• "YOU HAVE TO GO DOWN THE ROPE HAND-OVER-
HAND."
JPL Guru
1-32
2 AREAS OF STUDY AT JPL
• AREA 1: EXAMINING THE WHAT QUESTION
o PROGRAMMER'S USE OF
DOCUMENTATION
o CAN WE IMPROVE IT?
o STUDY DONE IN CONTEXT
(300 LINES OF FORTRAN)
o TASK: MAKE AN ENHANCEMENT
OF SMALL
CURRENT
PROGRAM
1-33
2 AREAS OF STUDY AT JPL
(CONTINUED)
• AREA 2: EXAMINING THE WHAT & WHEN QUESTIONS
o PROGRAMMERS CONFRONT LARGE PROGRAM (60K
LINES)
o 1.5 FEET OF DOCUMENTATION
o TASK: MAKE AN ENHANCEMENT
1-34
AREA 1 STUDY: "WHAT" QUESTION
PHASE I
• METHODOLOGY:
o GIVE PROGRAMMERS SMALL PROGRAM
STANDARD DOCUMENTATION
o ASKED THEM TO ENHANCE PROGRAM
o VIDEOTAPED PROBLEM SOLVING BEHAVIOR
o RECORDED "TALKING ALOUD" PROTOCOLS
o 10 JPL PROFESSIONALS
+
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RESULTS: "WHAT" QUESTION
PHASE I
• IDENTIFIED 2 PROGRAM STUDY STRATEGIES USED TO
BUILD MENTAL MODEL OF PROGRAM
o SYSTEMATIC: MENTAL SIMULATION USED TO SEE
HOW WHOLE PROGRAM FITS TOGETHER BEFORE
ATTEMPTING ENHANCEMENT
o AS-NEEDED: GO FOR THE PATCH AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE
• IF ADOPT SYSTEMATIC STRATEGY .... > CORRECT
PATCH
• IF ADOPT AS-NEEDED STRATEGY .... > INCORRECT
PATCH
• NO EFFECT AT ALL OF PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE!!!
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DISCUSSION.* "WHAT" QUESTION
PHASE I
• SMALL PROGRAM --- SYSTEMATIC STRATEGY POSSIBLE
• BIG PROGRAM --- SYSTEMATIC STRATEGY IMPOSSIBLE
• QUESTIONS:
o WHAT INFORMATION DID SYSTEMATIC STRATEGY
UNCOVER?
o CAN THAT INFO BE PUT IN DOCUMENTATION?
o WILL THAT INFO HELP THE AS-NEEDED
STRATEGY?
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AREA 1 STUDY: "WHAT" QUESTION
PHASE II
• GOAL: FACILITATE AS-NEEDED STRATEGY
• METHOD: PROVIDE KEY INFO IN DOCUMENTATION
o CAUSAL INTERACTIONS AMONG
PLANS
• ANOTHER STUDY:
NEW DOCUMENTATION vs. OLD DOCUMENTATION
• PRELIMINARY RESULTS:
o NEW DOC APPEARED
STRATEGY
o SUBJECTS WITH MORE
BENEFITTED
o INTERESTING!!
DELOCALIZED
TO HELP AS-NEEDED
EXPERIENCE ESPECIALLY
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AREA 2 STUDY:
"WHAT" & "WHEN" QUESTIONS
• CAN WE PROVIDE KEY INFO WHEN IT IS NEEDED?
• KEY INFO: GOALS --- WHAT IS PROGRAM/MODULE
SUPPOSED TO DO?
• PROVIDE KEY INFO UP FRONT --- NICELY LABELLED
• LARGE PROGRAM CURRENTLY USED SUCCESSFULLY AT
JPL (60K LINES)
• LARGE DOCUMENTATION (1.5 FEET)
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METHODOLOGY:
• CURRENT DOC vs. REVISED DOC
• REVISION TRIED TO CLARIFY STRUCTURE OF
DOCUMENTATION
• 4 JPL PROGRAMMERS:
(2 ON EACH FORM OF DOCUMENTATION)
• ASK PROGRAMMERS TO MAKE ENHANCEMENT
• ENHANCEMENT ACTUALLY REQUIRED CHANGING ONLY
ONE MODULE
1-40
RESULTS
• OLD DOC: 2 HOURS TO FIND WHERE TO MAKE CHANGE
• NEW DOC: 20 MINUTES TO FIND WHERE TO MAKE
CHANGE (!!!!!)
• BIG DIFFERENCE (BUT ONLY FOUR SUBJECTS ...)
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WHY??????
• WE KNOW PROGRAMMERS BUILD MENTAL MODELS OF
PROGRAMS
• THE ISSUES HERE ARE:
o PROGRAMMERS NEED TO BUILD MENTAL MODELS
OF DOCUMENTATION
o HOW CAN WE HELP THEM BUILD MENTAL MODELS
OF DOCUMENTATION?
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THE POINT IS:
• FOR LARGE PROGRAMS, NEED CLEAR UNDERSTANDING
OF STRUCTURE OF DOCUMENTATION
• THAT IS A MENTAL MODEL
• WE SAW THEM
DOCUMENTATION:
BUILD MENTAL MODELS OF
o CURRENTLY RELEVANT:
"I NEED TO KNOW THIS
NOW"
FOR WHAT I'M DOING
o POTENTIALLY RELEVANT:
"I MIGHT NEED TO KNOW THIS FOR SOMETHING I
DO LATER"
o IRRELEVANT:
"I DO NOT NEED TO KNOW THIS"
1-43
LESSONS LEARNED
• BUILDING MENTAL MODEL OF DOC IS
o IMPORTANT
o HARD
o NOT WELL UNDERSTOOD
• NEED TO THINK ABOUT TOOLS THAT SUPPORT
BUILDING MENTAL MODELS OF DOCUMENTATION
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SUMMARY: SO WHAT? &
WHAT NEXT?
• SO WHAT?
?
o 2 YEARS HAS YIELDED MUCH
o CLOSE TO MAKING SPECIFIC PRESCRIPTIONS FOR
"WHAT" & "WHEN" QUESTIONS
o DOCUMENTATION CAN BE IMPROVED AND USEFUL
1-45
WHAT NEXT?
• REPLICATE AND EXTEND THE STUDIES
• LOOK AT "WHEN" QUESTION IN MUCH MORE DETAIL
• BUILD COMPUTER-BASED DOCUMENTATION TOOLS
• SYSTEM SUGGESTS WHAT USER MIGHT NEED TO KNOW
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MORE WHAT NEXT?
• LOOK AT REUSABILITY
• LIBRARIES OF ROUTINES
• PROBLEM IS HOW TO DOCUMENT THEM?
o TELL WHAT THE ROUTINE DOES
o SAY WHAT IS "NON-STANDARD" ABOUT ROUTINE
• MAKE STRUCTURE OF DOCUMENTATION EXPLICIT
1-47
WE ARE OPTIMISTIC
• METHODOLOGY IS DEVELOPED
• INITIAL RESULTS
• CLEAR DIRECTION FOR NEXT PHASES OF RESEARCH
• INTEREST OF MANY COMMUNITIES WITH DIVERGENT
INTERESTS
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING WITH REUSABLE COMPONENTS
ATTACHMENT
JPL KEY TECHNOLOGY AREAS
Component Technology Issues Examples:
o What is the criteria for determining "reusability" of a component?
- reliability, maintainability, other "ility" measures/metrics
- encapsulation
- commonality with similar or different application areas
- documentation and other related software products
o
o
What are the behavorial/context/environmental factors?
- side effects or singularities
- target, word size, etc. constraints
- operating conditions constraints
What are attributes for determining the confidence factor
(trust level) of a component?
- what other information do users need/want to know in
order to "trust" a component -- related to cognitive
process studies and the need to know some "why's" and
"what's", not just "how's"
o What are the guidelines for developing reusable components?
- use of data abstraction, generics, typing mechanisms
- encapsulation and packaging
- data management and other hardware/operating system
considerations
- trade between generality and specificity
- information and related data products needed to support reuse
Software System Technology Issues Examples:
o What is the affect on the requirements and design phases
when component reuse is desired?
- requirements/design phases iteration and interaction
- affect on design phases when both requirements and parts
are input
o what approaches/techniques can be employed during the design
phase to incorporate the proper balance of systems-driven
and parts-driven strategies?
i -65
Learning the Behavior of Software Systems
From Executable Specifications
Christian Wild
Associate Professor
Old Dominion University
Norfolk, VA
* Supported by NASA Grant 1-439
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Objective
Significantly Increase the Reliability and Robustness of Software Systems
• Reliability - Development
• Robustness - Operation
1-67
Statement of Problem
Complexity increasing
Criticality increasing
First implies automation
Second implies formal analysis
which in tum implies formal description
Orders of magnitude increase in reliability cannot be met by tradi-
tional software engineering approaches.
more than just integrated tools at the current level of sophitication.
(not smart editors and command interpretors)
1-68
Current Software Development Paradigm
Informal \
Requirements
infomaal. _£. / Verification
Specficauon _._
Coding < Testing
Tuning Maintenance
Validation
1-69
Automation Based Software Development Paradigm
Validation
Informal
Req_rements
Requirements
Analysis
Maintenance
T
Decisions/Rationale
Formal
Specification
,L
'_ Mechanical
_ Optimization
Tuning
Concrete
Source
Program
• Slide adapted from ISI at USC
1-70
Symbolic Execution
Set of Behaviors
Generate Hypotheses
Generalize Hypotheses
Hypotheses of Behavior
Theorem Prover
Assertions
1-71
Supporting Technologies
Formal Specification Languages
Program Verification
Automatic Programming
Rapid Prototyping
Machine Learning
Automated Reasoning
Knowledge-Based Systems.
Software Fault Tolerance
1-72
Definitions
• Behavior - Result of applying a function
• Formal Specification - Implicitly defines behavior
• Set of Behaviors - Explicitly defines behavior
• State - Sequence of function calls which generated a data object
• Canonical Form - Simplest sequence of function calls which exhibits
equivalent behavior
1-73
Formal Specification for Queues
Type Queue(Integer)
SYNTAX
Newq
Addq(Queue,Integer)
Deleteq(Queue)
Frontq(Queue)
Isemptyq(Queue)
-> Queue
-> Queue
-> Queue
-> Integer u {error}
-> Boolean
SEMANTICS
For all q • Queue; i • integer Let
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
Isemptyq(Newq)
Isemptyq(Addq(q,i))
Frontq(Newq)
Frontq(Addq(q,i))
Deleteq(Newq)
Deleteq(Addq(q,i))
= True
= False
= error
= If Isemptyq(q) then i
else Frontq(q)
= Newq
= If Isemptyq(q) then Newq
else Addq(Deleteq(q),i)
End Queue
1-74
Examples of Behavior
Generators:
ADDQ(ADDQ(NEWQ,I1),Iz)
DELETEQ(ADDQ(ADDQ(NEWQ,I1),Ix)) = ADDQ(NEWQ,I 2)
Behaviors:
IS EMPTYQ(DELETEQ(ADDQ (ADDQ(NEWQ,I 1),I2))) = False
FRONTQ(DELETEQ(ADDQ(ADDQ(NEWQ,I1),I2))) = 12
1-75
Learning Hypothesis of Behavior
CURRENT
STATE
)FUNCTION RESULT
Abstraction
OBSERVABLE
PROPERTY
>CLASSIFICATION---) HYPOTHESIS
Hypotheses are of the form:
FUNCTION(X) = RESULT ? A_F(X) _ {PVs}
Where ? is:
IF - sufficient
ONLY IF - necessary
IFF - necessary and sufficient
1-76
Learning Algorithm
( START
.__Y-<
_4
_I Generate Hn
Generate H' s
/for counterexample_
_ Hn - ,
ombine(Hs,H s)
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Nomenclature
• The AF is of the form #X, where X is A (D or N) if the AF count
the number of Addqs (Deleteqs or Newqs) in the WI:F,
• AFs on the canonical form will be designated by a adding a prime (').
• AFs which count events occurring before a key event are denoted by
a subscript ofpre/In, where In is the item added at the key event.
• For events occurring after the key event the subscript postll m is used.
Deleteq(Addq(Addq(Newq,/1)Jz)) " (#A=2,#A'= I,#N=I,#Ap,¢a2=I ,#Apostll = I)
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Isemptyq(Newq) -- T : (#N--l)
HI s- Isemptyq(Q),_Tif#N_ (1}
Isemptyq(Addq(Ncwq,/I)) --" F: (#A'-- 1,IN= 1,#A-- 1)
DIFF : {#A',#A}
OUT :{#N}
Isemptyq(Q) ---T if #A' _ {0}
Isemptyq(Q) ---T only if #A' _ {0}
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lsemptyq(Addq(Newq,/l)) = F: (#A'=I,#N=I,#A=I)
H3 s) lsemptyq(Q) = F if #A' member-of { 1],
!t 3 n) Isemptyq(Q) = F only if #A' member-of { 1],
Isemptyq(Addq(Addq(Newqd 0,12)) = F: (#A'=2)
H4 s) Isemptyq(Q) = F if #A' member-of {2],
H5 s) Isemptyq(Q) = F if #A' member-of,J1,2],
H5,,) Isemptyq(Q) = F only if #A' member-of {1,2],
H6) lsemptyq(Q) = F iff #A' member-of { 1..**}
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Program Synthesis for lsemptyq
IF #A' = 0 THEN TRUE
ELSE FALSE
Demands which this behavior places on generators:
NEWQ:
ADDQ:
DELETEQ:
Set #A' to 0
6
Increment #A' by 1
Decrement #A' by 1
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More Complicated Result
Raw Output:
H10)
Hll)
H12)
Frontq(Q) -- 12 if (#A',#Apost/i 2) _ {(1,0),(2,1),(3,2),... }
Frontq(Q) = I2 if (#Dpost/i2,#A pre/l:) _ {(0,0),(1,1)]
Frontq(Q) = I z if (#A,#A') _ {(2,1),(3,2),(4,3),...}
Generalized Output:
H10") Frontq(Q) = I n iff (#A' - #Aposvi, = 1)
H11") Frontq(Q) = I n iff (#Dpost/i" - #A'pre/i. = 0)
H12") Frontq(Q) = In iff (#A - #A' = n-l)
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<- Front Back ->
I
#A'pre/In
#Dpost/In
#Apostrg
#A'
I In
I----- n- 1
#A
#A' I
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Conclusions
Machine Analysis of Executable Specifications:
Program Synthesis
Automated Test Case Generation
- Assertion Generation for Run-Time Monitoring
- Feedback to Requirements Analysis
Symbiotic Interaction:
- Machine Learning
- Symbolic Execution
- Theorem Proving
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ICLASS RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Parallel
Architectures
& Algorithms
Reliable &
Fault-Tolerant
Computing
G&C
Distributed
Algorithms
& Systems
Software &
Software
Engineering
ICLASS overview 1-110 November,/7,1986
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
Oft
oft
O_
_om_.
Reliable, Distributed Data.Base
Management Systems (Belford)
Distributed File System for A
Network of Workstations (Iyer)
Adaptive Operating System for
Message Passing Machines (Reed)
• Process Migration (Liu)
Distributed, Macro Data Flow
Architecture (Liu)
Integrated Communication
Networks (Reed)
[CLASS overvlew
1-111
November,IT, 198_
SOFTWARES AND
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Q A Type System for A Functional
Programming Language (Campbell)
Environments for Parallel Computation (Gear)
A Program Development System (Kamin)
Abstract, Executable Specification (Kamin)
A Decentralized Debugging Service (Lin)
Software Engineering Data Base and
Project Management Support Systems
(Belford, Harandi, Liu)
November,17,198SICLASS overview
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0namergca [ _ o[¢_Oar¢
f_t of s.qaA
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HIGH PERFORMANCE AND
HI G HLY AVAILAB L E
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
• Distributed Task Assignments
• Load Balancing Algorithms
• Dynamic Control Structures
• Reconfiguration Schemes
• Process Migration
• Objected-Oriented, Data Flow Architecture
ICLASS overview
1-114
November,17,l g8$
Three Implementation Projects
to build
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
DR OLL, A Distributed Testbed for
DDBMS Algorithms and Protocols.
PICASSO, A Adaptive Distributed
Operating System
MENTA T, A Object-Oriented, Macro
Data Flow System
[CLASS overvlew November,17,1988
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PT_OI I, A
DI DiMl.ibllul W[u_ .......
Netweek ¢omm_ImL _
D1
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nodes
ICLASS overvlew
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November,IT,1986
The Cornerstones of
Picasso
Portability
Open
ystem
Process
Distribution
Architecture
Systematic
Benchmarks
Topology
November,17,1986
ICLASS overvlew I-i 17
Picasso Will Provide
• A frame-work for testing and evaluating message
routing & load sharing methods
• An open, layered, and expandable basis for
operating system design and experimentation
• A portable, efficient environment for parallel algo-
rithm development
Only by advancing the state of the art in programming
environments for message passing computers can we
realize the promise of effective large-scale parallelism.
Using adaptive routing, dynamic load sharing and
a consistent system representation, Picasso will
engender solutions which harness parallelism while
maintaining clarity and reliability.
ICLASS overview i-I18 November,17,1986
An
MENTAT
Objected-Oriented, Data Flow Machine
OBJECTIVES
To provide an environment conducive to
distributed software development
and effectively supports software reuse
To develop a high performance distributed
system in which the degree of parallelism
is maximized
[CLASS overvlew November,IT,X986
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OVERVIF.W OF ICLASS RESEARCH:
RELIABLE AND PARALLEL COMPUTING
R. Iyer
Computer System Group
Coordinated Science Laboratory
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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ICLASS ACTIVITIES IN RELIABLE AND
PARALLEL COMPUTING
• 6 Faculty, 10 students
• Research Areas
- Reliable Computing
- Parallel Processing
• Interaction with NASA Centers
- Student/Faculty visits to NASA facilities
- Joint Research with NASA-Ames, JPL
- Interactions with NASA Langley
• Other Activities
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RELIABLE AND FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTING
• Automatic Recognition of Failure Symptoms
[] Real time prediction of major system problems
based on low-level error/recovery symptoms
[] Prediction based on learning from observed
behavior
• Structure Based Error Detection
[] Detection of major software problems
[] Detection of hardware failures affecting
software integrity
• Algorithm-Based Fault Tolerance
[] Takes advantage of unique features of the
algorithm
[] Cost effective for specific application e.g. signal
processing, Matrix Manipulations
1-125
RELIABLE AND FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTING
• Fault Latency: Experimental Study
[] Simulation based study using real workload
data
[] Accurate evaluation of fault latency
distributions
[] Latency distributions valuable for accurate
reliability prediction and estimation of
multiple failures
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PARALLEL PROCEKSING- APPLICATIONS
• Image Proce_ing
[]Low leveloperationse.g.convolution, filtering
ElHigh leveloperationse.g.,connected
components
[]Unique feature ishandling both in realtime
• Design Automation
[]Standard Cell Placement
[]Wire Routing
[]Unique feature isuse of hypercube to give
largespeedup insteadof specialpurpose CAD
accelerators
• AI Algorithms and Software
[] Development of heuristic rules to guide
parallel run-time search for LISP and
PROLOG programs
[] Investigation of architectures to support
parallel search techniques
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PARALLEL PROC INC,
• Architecture
D Reduction in communication overhead
D Efficient use of local memory
D Study of memory referencing characteristics
for individual locations
• Measurement-based Evaluation
D Concurrency Measurements
- Hardware Monitoring
- Software Instrumentation
El Relating concurrent program behavior to
system resource usage
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AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION OF FAILURE SYMPTOMS
R. K. Iyer, L. T. Young and V.
1-129
ORmCTrVES ........
• Rccz_nize onset of persistent system problems
rinsed on observed relationships between low level
recoverable errors
• Differentiate between transients and intermittcnts
• Quantify the strength of the captured relationships
1-130
R• Early recognition of symptoms of persistent errors
usually not possible
• Causes usuallycomplex--may affectdifferentparts
of a system
• Detection commonly occurs as many isolated
incidents
• Incorrect diagnosis leads to improper recovery
management --> affects system integrity
• To be effective, the system must examine
seemingly unrelated error events for possible
relationships
1-131
MRE
i. Clustering of identical errors
2. Identification of sudden rise in failure rate--
GROUPING
3. Identification of _S--"Similar" groups
4. Identification of SIJIPER E_--"related" events
5. Quantification of the strength of inter-record
relationships
1-132
V IDATI N OF "
• Probabilistic Validation
P(A I)*P(A 2)*...'P(A n )<P(A l'A 2," " -An )
Strength (S)=
e (A )*e (A (A,,)
P (A I-A 2,"" ,An )
• Group Level Validation
[2]Complete Analysis
Z3Subset-Based Analysis
• Event-Level Validation
El Inter-Group __malysis
• Super Events
r_ Inter-Event Analysis
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1. Demonstrat_t a _chninu_ for fault isolation
2. Allows resolution between inclcpcndcnt and
clcpcndcnt causes, transients and intcrmittcnts
3. Estimates strength of relationship among
dependent failures (useful in prediction)
4. Can evaluate ef[ec_iveness of new diagnostic
techniques
1-134
• Current results show that real-time diagnosis is
feasible
• Develop strategies for on-line diagnosis .and
reconfiguration for complex multi-computer
systems
• Perform hardware and software error injection
experiments on network ofworkstations
• Extension to symbolic architectures
• Invcstiga%c feasibility of on-line software "repair"
routines
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(What is CASIS?
• - CASIS is Stanford's Center for AerOnautics and Space
Information Sciences
• CASIS was founded in March, 1983 with the support of a block
grant from NASA's Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
• CASISwas founded as a multi-disciplinary, cross-departmental
research structure which would provide faculty and students with
an opportunity to participate in a variety of space-related projects
relating to activities of the U.S. civil space program
• CASIS includes 13 Stanford faculty, 9 professional
research staff, 31 graduate students, and 6 undergraduates
• The CASIS administrative offices, the central computer facilities,
and the CASIS Experiment Laboratory are located in Durand Building.
Participating projects are located in various CSD and EE buildings on
campus
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CASIS Governance
• CASIS is governed under a charter approved by the
Stanford School of Engineering and the Provost
of the University
• The overall direction of the center is provided by the
Director, Prof. Peter M. Banks.
• Day to day operations are under the direction of the
Associate Director, Dr. Michael J. Wiskerchen.
• Policy decisions for CASIS are reviewed by the CASIS
project investigators
• Progress of research projects and associated budgets are
monitored by the Director in collaboration with individual
research project leaders
• The practical responsibility for research work lies in the
hands of the research leaders
• The Director reports to the Associate Dean for Research in the
School of Engineering
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M. J. Wiskerchen -- STARLAB/SEL
CASIS
• Center for Aeronautics and Space Information Sciences
• NASA OAST HQ block grant in information sciences
• Advanced information sciences technology research
• Core technology for"TELESCIENCE" applications research
• Advanced technology for Shuttle and Space Station ap-
plications
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STANFORD
Academic Departments
Aeronautics & Astronautics
Applied Physics
Biology
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Psychology
Physics
O_|Gt,t/_,LpAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALtTY
RESOURCES
Laboratories & Centers
Center for Aeronautics and
Space Information Sciences
Center for Integrated Systems
Center for Space Science and Astrophysics
Computer. Systems Laboratory
Information Systems Laboratory
Stanford Electronics Laboratory
Space, Telecommunications
and Radioscience Laboratory
Stanford Services
Stanford instructional
Television Network
Information Technical
Services
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M. J. Wiskerchen -- STARLAB/SEL
Center for Aeronautics and Spaee Information Sciences
CASIS
Coll
o
currency Studies
Researchers: M. Flynn
students
, S. Owicki, S. Lunstrom - 5
o Performance of Highly-Concurrent Systems
o .kloclels of Parallel Programs
o Higllly Reliable Concurrent Programs
Network Graphics and User Interface Architecture
o Researchers: h:. Lantz- 4 students
O
O
\'irtual Graphics Terminal Service
User interface architecture: Terminal management
- Command specification and response handling-
application specific interaction- mult.i-application
management
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CURRENT CASIS RESEARCH I
• Studies in Computer Concu=;rency-- Prof. M. J. Flynn
• High Speed Local Area Networks-- Prof. F. A. Tobagi
• High Performance VLSI Signal Processors--
Prof. A.M. Peterson
• Parallel Computing Arrays for Signal Processing--
Prof. T. Kailath
• Satellite Communications for Space Science Data
Systems-- Prof. B.B. Lusignan
• Network Graphics and User Interface Architecture--
Prof. K.A. Lantz
• Large Volume Database Management--
Prof. G. Wiederhold
• Rapid Image Retrieval for Remote Sensing Data--
Prof. P.M. Banks
• Advanced Video Systems and Robotic Vision Systems
for Scientific Analysis-- Dr. M.J. Wiskerchen
• Highly Concurrent Systems-- Prof. S.F. Lunstrom
• Reliable Concurrent Programs-- Prof. S.S. Owicki
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M. J. Wiskerchen -- STARLAB/SEL
@
Center for Aeronautics and Space Information Sciences
CASIS
High Speed Local Area Networks
o Researchers: F. Tobagi, M. Mahric - 4 students
o Topological Design of Fiber Optics LANs
o Study of lXIedia Access Protocols
o Design and Implementation of the Network Interface
o EXT'RESSNET implementation
Telecommunications Research
o Researchers: B. Lusignan- 5 students
o Etlieienc.v modeling of satellite digital transmission
o Study of new modulation techniques
o C-.NIOS integrated circuit design for radio-channel
equipment
o EfIieiency models for fiber-optic digital networks
o Optimization modeling for digital communications
components
o Digital Telecommunications switch development
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M. J. Wiskerchen -- STARLAB/SEL
Center for Aeronautics and Space Information Sciences
CASIS
• Parallel Computing Arrays for Signal Processing
o Researchers: T. Kailath - 2 students
o Parallel Algorithms and Architectures for I,_alman
Filtering
o Schur vs. Levinson Algorithms for Stationary and
Nonstationary Processes in Data Communications
• Advanced Concepts for 1Remot e Space Science Operations
o P_e$earc]lers: P. Banks, P. kVilliamson, R. Clauer,
._I. Wiskerehen- 6 students
o Telesciellce Research for Shuttle and Space Station
Systems
o Distributed Computer Graphics Networks
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M. J. Wiskerchen -- STARLAB/SEL
Center for Aeronautics and Space Information Sciences
CASIS
• ttigll Performance Signal Processors
o Researchers: A. Peterson, I Linscott- 3 students
o PROLOG language as a processor description tool
and \%SI CAD systems
o I-ligll performance architectures with relational process-
ing
o Heal time parallel processing- Scheduling Theory
approach
o Optimization of pipelined processor using linear program-
ruing
• DataBase .'klanagement Architectures
o Researchers: G. XViederhold, P. Rathman, H. \Vaquar
- 4 students
o Database design and operation methods and algorithms
o Optical storage technology
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New CASIS Research Topics. 
1. Color Stereoscopic Video Systems-- Prof. P.M. Banks, EE
2. Speech Recognition and Analysis-- Prof. R. M. Gray, EE
3. VLSI Tactile Sensors-- Dr. P.W. Barth, CIS
4. ADA Development for Space Systems--
Prof. D. C. Luckham, EE
5. Distributed Network Architectures for A.I. Work Stations
--Dr. T.C. Rindfleish, CSD
6. Human Factors for Space Experiment Operations-- Dr. M.
J. Wiskerchen, EE
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Stanford University Network for Space Telescience Applications Research
SUNSTAR PROGRAM
M. J. Wiskerchen -- STARLAB/SEL
VALUE OF TELESCIENCE
• ENHANCES PRODUCTWITY OF REMOTE OPERATIONS
o Gives better use of local and remote human resources
o Reduces mistakes
o Provides a capability to quickly investigate new or
unexpected phenomena
• SHARPENS FOCUS OF SPACE RESEARCH OPERATIONS
• PROVIDES COORDINATION OF EXPENSIVE RESOURCES
• PROVIDES DESIGN GOALS FOR SYSTEM PLANNERS
• GIVES FOCUS TO NEW TECHNICAL NEEDS TO
SUPPORT SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH OPERATIONS
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Technical Challenges for Telescience
1. Restricted bandwidth in telecommuncation channels
• Need for information compression
• Dynamic channel selection based on useage models
• New modes of communication (e.g., electro-optics)
• Use of object coded definitions for graphics
2. Finite signal propagation time
• Look-ahead capabilities for experiments and operations
• Autonomous operations
• Advanced local simulation of remote system behavior
3. Integrated information acquisition and dissemination
• Digital data to include images, voice, computer
• Development of appropriate packet techniques
• Main link vs. local and remote distribution, capture and
processing
4. Spatial diversity of user centers for single experiment sites
• Control and command models
• Sharing of current information
• Segregation of returning information to local addressees
• Standard interfaces and access protocols
5. Human interactions
• Integration of voice, image and computer information
for experiment control
• Optimization of cognition for "adaptive" science
• Balance between automatic sequences and timely
direct control
• The value of local simulated and time-delayed experiment
Images
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o Tool development
• Voice coding and synthesis
• Voice recognition and computer interaction
• Simulation 3-d graphics
• Stereoscopic video
• High definition video
• Knowledge-based operations planning
• A.I. for remote instruments and support equipment
• A.I. for local site system configuration and operation
• Hardware support for network graphics
• High-bandwidth local area network for mixed mode data
• Query language database management
7. Cost issues
• System costs must match user needs
8. Reliability
• Needs will vary according to the telecommunications
channels used and the type of project
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iT LESCIENC E
NEW ENGINEERING PHILOSOPHY
A NEW, UNIFYING CONCEPT BASED ON THE NEED
THE WAY REMOTE RESEARCH OPERATIONS ARE
IN SPACE AND IN A TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT
TO IMPROVE
CONDUCTED
WILL PROVIDE A DESIGN GOAL FOR SPACE STATION
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS
HAS STRONG TIES TO AUTOMATION, ROBOTICS, EXPERT
SYSTEMS, COMPUTER VISION, AND OTHER TOPICS RELATED
TO KNOWLEDGE-BASED ENGINEERING
IS AT THE FOREFRONT OF NEW APPLICATIONS INVOLVING
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
PROVIDES A MECHANISM FOR UNIVERSITIES, INDUSTRY
GOVERNMENT TO WORK TOGETHER ON RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
AND
PROMOTES THE USE OF RAPID PROTOTYPING CONCEPTS AND
TESTBEDS TO DEVELOP FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM DESIGNS
PROVIDES NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNIVERSITY-BASED
RESEARCH AND PILOTS
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KNOWLEDGE BASE ENG.
EXPERT SYSTEMS
HUMAN FACTORS
HUMAN SUPPORT TOOLS
EXPERT USERS
AI LANGUAGE TOOLS
DIGITAL VIDEO & VOICE
FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS
ALGORITHMIC TOOLS
ATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
i iiiiiiiTESTBE i_:i:N_F:O_RMAY'0N
iiiTECHNOLOGY
!i! EXPERTSRAPID PROTOTYPES .:.:.:.:!:!:!:!:!
ESTABLISH FUNCTIONAL
OBJECTIVES
TEST AND EVALUATE
PROTOTYPES
IDENTIFY SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
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'_UNIVERSlTY CONSORTIUM FOR SPACE_ "
STATION TELESCIENCE-RESEARCH
PURPOSE:
APPROACH:
PROCESS:
PROVIDE A MEANS FOR THE UNIVERSITY SPACE SCIENCE
COMMUNITY TO INVESTIGATE, DEVELOP AND VALIDATE
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DESIGN OF THE
SPACE STATION
DO EXPERIMENTS WITH USERS ON PROTOTYPES OR TEST-
BEDS AND EXTRACT DATA FOR EVALUATION OR TRADE-
OFF ANALYSIS
REQUIRES A TEAM INCLUDING EXPERIMENT EXPERTS,
SYSTEM ENGINEERS, USER ANALYSTS AND PROTOTYPERS
FRAMEWORK OF THE PROCESS IS AS FOLLOWS:
- OPERATIONS CONCEPT
- USER ANALYSIS
- TASK ANALYSIS
- MAN- MACHINE INTERFACE ANALYSIS
- VALIDATION
THE PROCESS IS NOT LINEAR BUT ITERATIVE AND
RECURSIVE AND MUST BE SUPPORTED BY PROTOTYPES
WHICH EVOLVE DURING THE PROCESS
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Stanford University Network for Space Telescience Applications Research
SUNSTAR PROGRAM
M. J. Wiskerchen -- STARLAB/SEL
RESEARCII IN PAYLOAD DESIGN, INTEGRATION
AND OPERATIONS
o N ISI:C, GSFC, JSC, KSC,ARC, LeRC cooperative
agreements
o Stanford implements distributed network communica-
tions
o Use Sl_uttle payloads as testbed for "TELESCIEN('E'"
researc]l
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( ::COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT RESEARCH-)
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Remote space science operations facility
Integrated voice, video, computer work station
CAD/CAE/CAM work stations
Human factors research for operations and control systems
Fiber optics local area networks
Optical disk mass storage systems
Parallel processor architectures
Satellite network architectures
Expert systems for operations centers
Expert systems for communications control
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Expert systems for payload timelines
Local area network architectures
Payload Operations Control Center studies
CAD/CAE workstations
Distributed engineering databases for payloads
AI workstations
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
Fiber optics local area networks
High performance work stations
ADA software architectures
Expert systems for operations and control
High definition and digital video
Optical storage systems and databases
Satellite communications architectures
Digital speech recognition and synthesis
Speech and video compression
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Robotic vision systems
Human factors research
Parallel processor architectures for AI
Speech recognition and synthesis
Large computational architectures
Computational algorithm development
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I II II II I
(  ICooPi 'RATiVE AGREEMENTRESEARCH )
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
Advanced Communications Technology Satellite -- system
architecture study
Expert systems for space station power-system control & operations
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
Remote testing and integration research
Expert systems for integration operations
Fiber optic local area networks
I • I
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APPLICATIONS OF CASIS TECHNOLOGY
STANFORD/NASA CENTER COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
1. GSFC
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS DESIGNS
HUMAN FACTORS STUDIES FOR CONTROL CENTERS
MULTIMEDIA WORKSTATIONS
PARALLEL COMPUTING ARCHITECTURES
CAD & CAE GRAPHICS SYSTEMS
EXPERT SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS TO CONTROL CENTERS
REMOTE SCIENCE OPERATIONS CENTERS
2. KSC
AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS APPLICATIONS TO ORBITER
PROCESSING, LAUNCH OPERATIONS, AND PAYLOAD
INTEGRATION AND PROCESSING
3. JSC
MULTIMEDIA OPERATIONS WORKBENCH
FIBER OPTIC LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
EXPERT SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
ADVANCED MISSION CONTROL CENTER DESIGN
SPACE STATION TELESCIENCE TESTBED PROGRAM
4. MSFC
ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CONTROL
CENTERS AND REMOTE SCIENCE OPERATIONS CENTERS
EXPERT SYSTEM APPLICATIONS TO PAYLOAD OPERATIONS
5. LeRC
DESIGN STUDIES FOR THE ACTS PROGRAM
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Stanford University Network for Space Telescience Applications Research
SUNSTAR PROGRAM
M. J. Wiskerchen -- STARLAB/SEL
• AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS
o Timeline engineering using expert systems
o Vision systems in payload robotics
o Computer architectures for robotics
o AI languages
o Communication networks for robotics
o Robot systems for payload control
o Human factors research for man-machine interfac-
ing
o Expert systems for payload integration
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BASIC THEMES OF THE SIORA PROGRAM
• AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS RESEARCH APPLIED TO SPACE SYSTEMS
- EMPHASIS ON INTEGRATION AND OPERATION
- GROUND AND FLIGHT SYSTEMS SUPPORT
• APPLICATIONS DRIVEN RESEARCH
-TASKS BASED ON OPERATIONAL NEED
-WORK WITH LSOC AND KSC TO DEFINE INITIAL TASKS
• A STANFORD/LOCKHEED TEAMING EFFORT
-UNIVERSITY/INDUSTRY RESEARCH PARTNERSHIP
-POTENTIAL MODEL FOR GOAL ORIENTED RESEARCH PROJECTS
• NEAR TERM RAPID PROTOTYPING: 6 TO 24 MONTH TIME FRAMES
Q
• INITIAL SIORA TASKS WITH KSC; OTHER POTENTIAL TASK AREAS
INCLUDE A & R RESEARCH APPLICATIONS FOR USAF-SCF, VAFB,
AEROSPACE PLANE, DARPA, SDI, ETC.
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ICASE
Permanent Staff
R. G. Voigt- Director
M. Y. Hussaini- Chief Scientist
Visiting Staff-- 16-20 Ph.D._s
Consultants
Summer Program
nProductn
75 Reports
2- 4 Workshops/Conferences
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LaRC Applications
Mathematical
&
Numerical
Analysis
Control Theory
&
Parameter
Estimation
Computer Science
Parallel Computing
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VISIBILITY
13 Publications
Second SIAM Conference on Parallel _ing &
Scientific Computing
Active participation in variety of other meetings
4 Staff Scientists
10 Cor_nlt_nnts
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PARALLEL PROCESSING
Systems hsue
Alternative mathematical models
Numerical algorithms
Models of computation
Mapping problem
Dynamic load balancing
Communication & synchromza"tion requirements
Programming environments
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NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS
Modify order of computation to
1) _ paraUelism
2) Decrease communication
3) Decrease synchronization
Numerical algorithms used for definiteness
SOR- 1)
Pivoting in Gaussian e"hmination - 1),2)
Time marching for PDE's - 1),2),3)
Multigrid- 1),2),3)
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MODELS OF COMPUTATION
Predictperfonm_eof
alzorith_ m vzriety of"_tecum_
diffe_m algorithmson samearchitecture
Permits study & optimization of parameters
Hardware Software
# _vcessors
memory size
communicatim
arithmetic
problem size
process spawning
process switching
synchronization
Umg iterative method for PDE demonstrated
weakness of Intel WSC
Packet size too large
Commtmication too slow
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MAPPING PROBLEM
Map subdivisiom of _ into _ m
m_z_e compmtm tmc
OR
Find subdivision that permits optimal mapping for
given mchiumme
Resea.r_ focused on using graph representations of
algorithms & architectures
emctent stgorishmdevek_ to end napp_ for
specific graphs - e.g. trccs onto h_
Technique developed for subdividing domain into subdonudns
of equal work for adaptive mesh problems
Demonstrated value of hexagonal subdivisions of domain
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DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCING
All _ should have cqmd work
OR
]oe.f_cieoluseof ]:_:)c_sors
].oo_a:rexeo_tioo_mes
Solution: Rebalance
Problem: Not easy
Must account for cost of
Detection
Comlm_on of new dism'bution
Fatimate of performance gain
Redistribution
Work focused on developing and evaluating models of
Computation that can be analysed
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COMMUNICATION & SYNCHRONIZATION
Goal: Elinfmate Consequence: Algorithms fail
Reduction of freqtzncy & amount
Model: SOR for PDE's
Advancing in time independently
Reducing communication cost of global convergence
Reducing frequency of global convergence
Analysis of amount & impact for particular problem
mapping on variety of architectur_
Model: Adaptive mesh
Measurement of costs for running algorithms
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PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENTS
For_e- Set of m__e-hiuc dCl_nde.nt _ that gtmtmtte
Foman code
Constructs am machine imlclmnd_t
e.g. barrier synchronization
Facilitates _ & tmmbility
Implemented on variety of machines
PISCES: Fortran based virtual machine concept
Provides view of machine appropriate for uscr's
interests
Implemented on VAX, ApoUos; to be on Flex/32
lgLAZE: New Im'allel language designed to support
scientific programming
Recognition of implicit parallelism
Implemented on VAX, Sun; next: RP3, Flex/32
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1-174
World
Physical
signal = J Sensors
Moto rs
I Focus
'i IMotor _ ,
I I features IT
iil ,)i
Memory Store
n-bit address
L
Sparse,
distributed
memory
Figure 2.The coupling of the memory to the world. The memory stores a record of the
system's past in a form presented to the focus by the system's sensors. The
record can include features that control the system's motors. Selective
action can be learned by explicit training and by trial and error.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Input Address
Location _1_Addresses
1010101010
0101010101
1100110011
0011 011001
10...
Data in
I
I I I;
I I I [ I I I I
I I I I
Sum:
Data out:
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Input Address
1011001010_
Location
Addresses
1010101010
0011011001
Data in
11_o1111 11 1oi I IoI _ Ioi
co  ters
I
I
11-111 1
I
I I I _I--I--_
I I I I I I
1
I I
Sum:
Data out:
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
InputAddress
i_0101010110 _
Location
Addresses
Data in
0101010101
-11-11-1 1 I 1 11 -11 1 -111
olo
I
i
-11-11-1
I I
I I I
1 I -1 -111
Sum:
Data out:
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Input Address
_ip010 I01°I I°_ '
Location
Addresses
0101010101
Data in
-11-11-1 11 -11 11-111
0 0
111 -111
Sum:
Data out:
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Input Address
1101010110_
Location
Addresses
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
Data in oFPOORQUALITY
0101O10101
-11-11-1[ 1 I 1
21o olo
I I I I I I I I
Sum:
Data out:
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This slide depicts a style and language for
writing parallel programs. The top third is a
process-level block diagram of a typical
concurrent program. This shows an array of
computation processes (vertical stack of
boxes) receiving pieces of work from a ticket
server and feeding results to a queue
manager for subsequent display.
The middle portion shows some of the
program to implement the block diagram. The
language is ConciJrrent C, developed at AT&T
Bell Labs and implemented in a translator at
RIACS.
The third portion shows how this concurrent
program "plugs into" and interactive graphics
application running on a color workstation.
The inputs to the program are provided from a
user-interface "control panel" and the output
drives a graphics window.
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Parallel Programming Languages
Block Diagram:
Concurrent C program:
/ \ \
ticket = create ticket(N);
for (i=0 ;i<N i;++ )
compute[i] = create compute(i,ticket,display);
process body compute ( i, tick, disp)
{
while ( tick.next < N ) {
...
disp.put0;
}
Interactive Graphics-oriented Application"
r-7 3]]#.-._-\o/
F_ _ Speed: FAST
Input File:
Output File:
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APPENDIX A
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between
The University of Maryland
and
The Universities Space Research Association
Purpose: This Memorandum of Understanding summarizes the
points of agreement between the University of
Maryland and the Universities Space Research
Association (USRA) regarding the proposed Center
of Excellence in Space Data and Information
Sciences at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC).
Points of Agreement:
i • The search committee for the Director shall be
a subcommittee of the planning committee for
the Center of Excellence, and one of the
representatives of the University of Maryland
on the planning committee shall chair the
search committee. In addition, a member of
the Department of Computer Science will serve
on the search committee and coordinate the
search and selection activity with
departmental review, including all normal
university procedures•
• The selection of the Director of the Center of
Excellence must be approved by the University
of Maryland, USRA, and NASA. It is expected
that the selected individual will serve as
Director for at least five years. The
University of Maryland will provide a line in
its budget for the Director, with academic
year salary for the line.
• The Director will be a tenured faculty member
in the Computer Science Department at the
University of Maryland. To serve as Director
of the Center of Excellence, the selected
individual will be given 50% release from the
normal teaching load.
1-217
APPENDIX A - Page 2
4. Fifty percent of the Director's academic year
salary, all of thesummer salary, and the pro-
rata associated frlnge benefits that are
normally available to faculty members at the
University of Maryland shall be reimbursed by
USRA to the University of Maryland as
compensation for the Director's
responsibilities to the Center of Excellence.
5. If the selected Director requires
reimbursement for the expense of relocating to
the Washington area, USRA will bear the cost
of the Director's moving expenses.
6. Annual salary adjustments will be negotiable
between the Director and the University of
Maryland. USRA will honor reasonable
adjustments established by these negotiations.
7. The Department of Computer Science will
further participate and support the research
goals of the Center of Excellence through a
contract between USRA and the University, with
the Chairman of the Department of Computer
Science serving as the manager of the
contract. In addition to USRA's share of the
salaries of the Director, half-time academic
year support and fUll-time su.mmer support will
be provided for three Universlty of Maryland,
college Park, faculty members and three
graduate students. These faculty members
shall be designated as Staff Scientists in the
Center of Excellence and shall hold Joint
appointments with the Center of Excellence and
the appropriate academic department at the
university. All Joint appointments shall be
made with the concurrence of the Director, the
Department Chairman, and the Provost of the
Division of Mathematics, Physical Sciences,
and Engineering.
2-218
APPENDIX A - Page 3
• USRA's ability to reimburse the University of
Maryland for a portion of the salary and
fringe benefits of the Director is contingent
upon continued funding for the Center of
Excellence by NASA. USRA will exert best
efforts to negotiate a contract with NASA that
provides at least four and one half months
(one academic year at half-time) of salary and
fringe benefits for the Director in the event
that NASA prematurely terminates the contract.
• The specific terms of this agreement will be
reviewed annually and may be modified by
mutual written consent of the signing parties.
The University of Maryland'^"
/President
The Universities Space
Research Association
Presid4nt
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Performance Critical Decisions
in Parallel Scientific Computations
David M. Nicol
Institute for Computer Applications
in Science and Engineering
1-231
Mapping of parallel scientific computation to message
passing architectures is usually domain oriented
44_
.4.4d.g
4444.
•llll
il
I
I
• Workload can change dynamically
m When
remap?
should we
• Convergence testing
every iteration
performed
-- How can we avoid
excessive overhead?
1-232
Workload dynamics: continuous change
• e.g. Vortex methods
incompressible fluid flow
for
_'rl..
_-,,;Itll¢
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Optimal Remapping Decision Policy
• Calculation of MDP possible with
small model
• Optimal policy knows "too much"
about system
Decision Heuristic
W(n) =
• Attempt to minimize average cost
per step
R
Z;(ma._O- avg(O)+ c
/=-I
n
• As function of n E[W(n)] has at
most one local minimum
• How to tell when W(n) nfHfinfized?
Approximate with SAR
1-234
v-Periodic remappLn|,
cost - 2
SAlt ¢o8t - 8
no remappLng
0
lqU3qlqodel: Performance of SAlt Compared vith Performance of PerLodLc lestappLns.
Eight chains, bOO steps, each ch=_n kas 1_ states, p - 0._. e_Jch data point
calculated from 200 sampXe paths.
YO
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Workload dynamics: abrupt change
• e.g. Multi-phase computations
pe_Ay
: : i I I t I I i
TIME
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Remapping Decision Heuristic
• Many decision model paramete_
difficult to estimate
• Examined fixed p-threshold policy
• p • [.7,.8] nearly optimal within
envelope of. admissible costs and
gains
Difference from NR
policy depends on gain
Keep p high to avoid
unneeded overhead, low
to avoid inaccurate test
statistics
Policy tolerates mis-
estimation of statistical
parameters
• Conclusion: Remapping decision is
manageable, focus on determining
when gain is possible _
• _ eAv.l_joe.v ,
. _/_t_._,l.
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Convergence Checking
• Goal is to reduce overhead by
reducing number of checks
• Need to balance cost of check wit,_,
threat of overshoot
• Choose iteration (offset) n to max-
imize average number of "useful"
iterations
_.Prob{Iterafion i is needed }
i=1
n.D+l
m D iteration cost
m ! cost of convergence
check
• Probability terms computed using
Bayesian techniques
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Conclusions
• High performance in parallel
scientific computations requires
treatment of decision problems
Remapping decisions
Convergence checking
decisions
• Simple "greedy" heuristics work
nearly optimally
• Need to ensure that decision poli-
cies can be implemented at system
level
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Sparse Distributed Memory
M. Raugh/RIACS
1-241
This work entails:
. Programming a simulator of the proposed architecture on the
Intel iPSC parallel computer or the Symbolics Lisp machine or
both.
e Developing simple models of an environment and of sensory
input to and effector output from memory and use the
simulator to study learning by trial end error in this simple
environment.
. Comparing the models developed in (b) to human and animal
sensory and effector systems operating in the real world and
prepare recommendations about further research.
e Preparing recommendations about the building of s'pecial-
purpose hardware for sparse, distributed memories and about
the uses of such memories.
o Relating findings of this research to facts about human memory
and perception and prepare recommendations for the design
of artificial environments for humans, with emphasis on
environments where the cost of human error is very high.
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Scope of Task
• •Feasibility study
• Assess merits of SDM
• Decide whether and how to build
• SDMs for real tasks
• Full-scale VLS! implementation
* A fundamental question
• How to code the sensory inputs.?
• For research applications in
• Robotics
• Pattern recognition
• Cognitiv e science
• Interpretation of continuous speech
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Theory Yields New
Computer Architecture
• Distinction between memory end
disappears
I
processing
• Processing
• Massively parallel
• Distributed throughout memory
• 10-100 memory locations on a chip
• A computer based on the SDM
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Input Address
011001010__
Location
Addresses
1010101010
Data in
0011011001
I I
-ljl I-1
I I ]
I
t I I
Sum:
Data out:
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Input Address
I
Location __,Addresses
1010101010
0101010101
1100110O11
00110110O1
10...
Data in
1.1 I ! ! I I ! I ! !
I_ Counters __.
I I
I f
I I
I I
Sum:
Data out:
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Items rnav be stoned as a ]ir_k.ed list
//
I
Head of list (initial item)
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Main Properties of Model
Memory
• Addresses con be chained (linked list)
• Stream of recall
• Causal relations
• SDM is sensitive to similarity
• If you "know" 600 bits
• And correctly "guess" 200 more
You will probably converge to
correct memory
• SDM is capable of forgetting!
But can be reinforced by rehearsal
1-248
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Aeadirig is columnar additioF.i.
Add corresponding counters from all selected locations
_DDD ........ DDD
_DDD ........ DDD
_DDD ........ DDD
DDDD ........ DDD
1001 ........ 001
Each O-bit results from a negative column-sum
Each 1-bit results from a positive column-sum
1-250
Writing
Each physical memory location contains 1,000 counters
I-I D F1 r'l ........ D I"1D
Each address contains 1,000 bits
1001 ........ 00
Each 1-bit adds 1 to the corresponding counter
Each O-bit subtracts 1 from the corresponding counter
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Addressing
451
l,O00-bit address
oll ected
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Gist of Theory (II)
• Sparse, distributed memory
• Reading Qnd writing Gt specified
• (Homming distonce between binGry
oddresses)
* Write to locations within
• Yields on average
locations
• Read from
oddress
memory
radius o f 4 51
1,000 physicGI
locations within radius of 451
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Huge Virtual Address Space
• Few actual memory locations
0
Any specified address
(virtualor actual)
Neigborhood off given address
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Gist of Theory (1)
• sparse, distributed memory
• Huge (virtual) address space: 21000
• Few (octuGI) physicGI memory
IocGtions: 220
• Sprinkled randomly throughout
the address spGce
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Preliminary Assumption
• 1,000 bits code one moment of experience
• Each coded moment serves us an
oddress
• Kanerva postulates the existence of u
fOCUS
Clearing point for data going into or ou
of memory
The coding problem is not addressed by
Kanerva's existing theory
• but will be addressed by this task
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Physical
signal
WORLD
_1 Sensors
Action Motors
Sensory
features
I
I
I
I
/ !Motor
"_tlalures
I
I
I /
0
FOCUS
n
b
I
t
S
n-bit
datum
MEMORY STORE
n-bit
address
Sparse,
distributed
memory
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Sparse, Distributed
Memory
• Mussively pGrcllel orchitecture
Informotion stored in IGrge number of
neighboring oddresses determined by
"content"
° Memory is dynQmic:
• chonges with experience
° leurns
• ccusGI relQtionships
• time-vorying phenomeno
Memory is sensitive to similarity
• ond it is
• forgetful !!!
• (but con be reinforced)
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Kanerva's Theory of
Sparse, Distributed
Memory (SDM)
A model of human memory
• Explicit
• Simple
• Engineerable
Dissertotion being published by Brodford
Books of MIT Press
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PROJECT: SPARSE DISTRIBUTED MEMORY
CHARACTERISTICS:
• Highly-parallel pattern computer
• Based on Kanerva's mathematical theory of human memory
PARTICIPANTS:
• Pentti Kanerva (RIACS). Project Manager
• Harrison Leong (RIACS)
• David Nagel (Ames)
• Michael Flynn (Stanford)
STATUS:
• Completed simulators
• Building digital prototype
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Further, p < .5 :_ PN < p
12 -x 10-6
10
Probability (PN)
of system 8
failure
6C
4
8 9(8)
0 .99999
.6O .0O0O1
I l I I I
1 5 9 ]3 17 21
Number (N) of components
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